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Foreword

A brief report of the Summer School on

Dynamic Calculation Methods for Building Energy

Performance Assessment.

The Summer School took place in Copenhagen

1 8-22 June and 30 registered participants fil led

the lecture rooms of the DTU for 5 days of

lectures and exercises. The participants, of which

were 21 PhD students, came from 1 0 EU

countries and HongKong and had different

backgrounds (architecture, electronics, statistics,

building physics, etc.). The PhD students had the

possibil ity to claim 2.5 credit points for attending

the Summer School and 2.5 for the additional

work on exercises.

The main objectives to organise the Summer

School were to train a dynamic methodology to

assess whole building energy performance and to

assess thermal characteristics of building

components, while supporting the European

EPBD-recast Directive (201 0) that requires

nearly-zero energy buildings (nZEB) for which

a significant part wil l be taken by renewable

energy technologies.

At present energy renovation of existing

buildings and realisation of new high

performance buildings results in a growing

interest in laboratory and on-site testing of full

scale solutions for the building envelope.

Simulation and evaluation of energy

performance data for buildings requires up to

date methods based on dynamic calculation

techniques. The approach will have to deal

with building physics as well as applied

mathematics and statistics.
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